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Abstract13

The By component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) plays an integral part in the14

coupling of the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere system. In this study, we use a suite15

of magnetospheric spacecraft, with data spanning nearly 25 years, to statistically investigate16

the control of the IMF By component on the neutral sheet. Past studies have identified that17

this thin layer of the magnetotail, which separates the oppositely directed magnetotail lobes,18

responds to reversals in the IMF By component. The proposed method for driving this re-19

sponse is through unequal flux loading in the magnetotail lobes and we present lobe flow20

data from the Cluster mission which suggests that this is indeed the case. We find that the21

neutral sheet responds in a statistical fashion, with a clear twist or rotation whose orientation22

depends upon the polarity of the IMF By component. Additionally, under individual analy-23

ses, we find the response time of the neutral sheet to IMF By reversals is much shorter than24

possible through the classical dayside reconnection driven picture. We find an average re-25

sponse time of between 10-20min with little to no dependence on distance down tail. These26

results suggest that the neutral sheet responds to the IMF By component on multiple time-27

scales.28

1 Introduction29

First detected by Ness [1965], using measurements from the IMP 1 satellite, Earth’s30

neutral sheet separates the tailward directed magnetic field in the southern hemisphere from31

the earthward field in the northern hemisphere. This relatively thin region of space, located32

within the plasma sheet, is characterized by a strong cross tail current, a minimum in the to-33

tal magnetic field intensity, and a reversal in the local Bx magnetic field component [Speiser34

and Ness, 1967].35

The average location and shape of the neutral sheet has been studied extensively in the36

past [e.g. Fairfield, 1980; Hammond et al., 1994; Tsyganenko and Fairfield, 2004; Xiao et al.,37

2016] and these studies have demonstrated that the neutral sheet is not static. Its position and38

configuration vary with local factors, such as the dipole tilt angle, and with the external driv-39

ing of the solar wind and the embedded interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Such factors40

introduce a warping, bending, and twisting of the neutral sheet [Zhang et al., 2002]. In this41

study, we focus particularly on the effect of the IMF By component on the neutral sheet.42

It is well known that the IMF By component induces a By component into the magne-43

tosphere [e.g. Cowley and Hughes, 1983; Kitaev, 1993; Wing et al., 1995; Tenfjord et al.,44

2015] and, as such, is the source of several asymmetries throughout the magnetospheric45

and ionospheric systems [e.g. Grocott et al., 2007]. A non-zero IMF By component results46

in the site of dayside reconnection moving from the subsolar point toward the high-latitude47

flanks [Park et al., 2006]. This, in turn, results in asymmetric flux loading of the lobes [Cow-48

ley, 1981]. As described in Tenfjord et al. [2016], there are then two methods by which a By49

component is induced into the closed magnetosphere.50

Firstly, the asymmetric flux loading results in magnetic pressure building up in the51

lobes. As first suggested by Khurana et al. [1996], this generates shear flows in the magne-52

tosphere which are oppositely directed in the two hemispheres. These shear flows result in53

the rapid induction of a By component on the already present closed field lines in the mag-54

netosphere [Tenfjord et al., 2015]. Secondly, as first proposed by Russell [1972] and Cowley55

[1981], the asymmetric flux results in asymmetric nightside reconnection of open field lines56

which exerts a torque in the magnetotail. This torque produces a twist which, in turn, results57

in the induction of a By component in the closed magnetotail field lines. Specifically, inter-58

vals of By > 0 driving should induce an anti-clockwise twist (when visualized looking down-59

tail from Earth). Later studies, e.g. Sibeck et al. [1985]; Nagai [1987]; Owen et al. [1995];60

Nishida et al. [1998], found that this was indeed the case.61
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Numerous studies have looked into the timing of the induced By , using ionospheric62

responses, shear flows, tail twisting, and cross correlation studies [e.g. Tenfjord et al., 2016;63

Rong et al., 2015; Browett et al., 2016]. However, previously, only case-studies into the re-64

sponse time of the neutral sheet to changes in the IMF have been undertaken [e.g. McComas65

et al., 1986; Motoba et al., 2011; Rong et al., 2015; Pitkänen et al., 2016]. We note that pre-66

vious studies, e.g. Nagai [1987] and Tenfjord et al. [2016], have performed statistical anal-67

yses of the induced By component but these studies were restricted to the inner magneto-68

sphere.69

In this study, using nearly 25 years worth of magnetospheric magnetic field data, we70

undertake a statistical analysis of the response of the neutral sheet to changes in the IMF By71

component orientation. Additionally, through individual event analyses, we find the response72

time of the neutral sheet to reversals in the IMF By component.73

2 Data Selection74

At its simplest, the magnetotail neutral sheet is what separates the tailward orientated75

magnetic field, i.e. negative Bx (in a geocentric-solar coordinate system), from the earthward76

directed field, i.e. positive Bx . Therefore, to determine its position statistically, one need only77

find where the direction of the x-component of the magnetic field reverses [Tsyganenko et78

al., 1998]. To do this simply requires in situ magnetic field measurements from the region of79

interest.80

In this study, we utilize magnetic field data from a suite of spacecraft missions: Geo-81

tail (1992-2016) [Kokubun et al., 1994], Cluster (2001-2015) [Balogh et al., 1997], THEMIS82

(2007-2016) [Auster et al., 2009], and Double Star (2004-2007) [Carr et al., 2005]. Addi-83

tionally, we use Cluster’s electron drift instrument (EDI) [Paschmann et al., 1997] to deter-84

mine plasma convection in the magnetotail lobes.85

All data are re-sampled to one minute cadence and are converted into the geocentric86

solar wind (GSW) coordinate system [Hones et al., 1986] to account for the solar wind aber-87

ration effect on the magnetotail. The GSW coordinate system is similar to the aberrated geo-88

centric solar-magnetospheric (AGSM) system but differs from it by using the solar wind ve-89

locity to determine the actual aberration angle - rather than assuming a constant aberration90

angle of 4◦.91

Furthermore, the location data of the spacecraft are normalized by solar wind dynamic92

pressure. Using the technique of Hammond et al. [1994], we attempt to account for the ef-93

fect of the solar wind dynamic pressure on the size of the earth’s magnetotail and normalize94

the location of the spacecraft within it. As shown in equation 1, the normalization factor (η)95

takes the form of a simple one sixth power scaling with respect to a “reference” dynamic96

pressure (pr ):97

η = (pm/pr )
1
6 (1)

where pm is the measured dynamic pressure (which we compute as the average value98

over the previous hour). We choose the reference pressure to be the mean dynamic pressure99

for all solar wind data within the time period of this study, i.e. 1992-2016, and we find this to100

be 2.10 nPa.101

If the impinging dynamic pressure is stronger than the reference pressure (i.e. pm >102

pr ) the location of the spacecraft is scaled closer to the Earth to account for the dynamic103

pressure compressing the magnetosphere. Conversely, if pm < pr the spacecraft location104

is scaled further away from the Earth to account for an expanded magnetosphere.105

Solar wind and IMF data are collated from NASA’s high-resolution (1min) OMNI-106

web database [King and Papitashvili, 2005]. The OMNIweb database provides a convenient107
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source of solar wind and IMF data that has been propagated to the Earth’s bowshock with a108

good degree of accuracy [Case and Wild, 2012]. The database is an amalgamation of data109

from various upstream satellite missions, including WIND, ACE and DSCOVR.110

Magnetic field data collected near the neutral sheet (i.e. bounded by the region −50 ≤111

XGSW < 0RE, |YGSW | ≤ 30RE, and |ZGSW | ≤ 3RE) are selected from each of the spacecraft112

and combined into one large dataset. Beyond 50RE downtail data coverage is too poor for113

statistical analysis with this dataset. The spatial coverage of the combined magnetic field data114

is shown in Figure 1. The amount of data in each bin is presented in days (where one day115

equates to 1,440 data points at one minute resolution). The particularly high density region116

(5 < r < 15 RE ) is the result of the elliptical orbits of the four Cluster spacecraft.117

Figure 1. The number of combined data in each spatial bin, converted from one minute resolution counts
into “days”, is shown. The higher density coverage in the inner magnetotail is due to the elliptical orbital
configuration of the four Cluster satellites.

118

119

120

We note that the data are fairly evenly distributed above and below the neutral sheet,121

with 51.0% of the data being recorded between 0 < ZGSW < 3RE and thus 49.0% between122

−3 < ZGSW ≤ 0RE . There is, however, some X dependence to this distribution, with more123

data located in ZGSW < 0 the further downtail it was recorded (∼ 60% at −40RE ).124

3 Results and analyses125

In the following section, we investigate both the effect of the average IMF By orienta-126

tion on large-scale morphology of the neutral sheet, as well as the response time of the neu-127

tral sheet to reversals in the IMF By orientation.128

3.1 Average morphologies129

For each magnetospheric magnetic field data point located within the region of interest,130

the modal IMF clock angle (θ) orientation for the preceding 60min is determined. We chose131

a value of 60min as this order of response time is sufficient for a large-scale response of the132

tail to take place [e.g. Browett et al., 2016] and produce the Cowley [1981] twist.133

The modal values are then grouped into the following 45◦-wide classifications, cen-134

tered on the cardinal and intercardinal directions: north (θ ≥ 337.5◦ and θ < 22.5◦), north-135

east (67.5◦ > θ ≥ 22.5◦), east (112.5◦ > θ ≥ 67.5◦), south-east (157.5◦ > θ ≥ 112.5◦), south136

(202.5◦ > θ ≥ 157.5◦), south-west (247.5◦ > θ ≥ 202.5◦), west (292.5◦ > θ ≥ 247.5◦), and137

north-west (377.5◦ > θ ≥ 292.5◦). So that we only include intervals where the clock angle is138
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stable, data intervals with less than 60% agreement between individual clock angles and the139

modal classification are discarded.140

In Figures 2 and 3, the magnetotail magnetic field data are grouped by their corre-141

sponding IMF clock angle orientation. For each orientation the associated magnetic field142

data are binned into 5 RE by 10◦ bins. The median value of the local magnetic field compo-143

nent in each bin determines the bin’s color with the same color scale being used across all144

panels. Shown in Figure 2 is the local Bx component and in Figure 3 is the local By compo-145

nent.146

Since the region of interest spans only ±3RE in the ZGSW direction, we are in effect152

looking at the slice of space containing the neutral sheet. Assuming that the neutral sheet is153

indeed located on the equatorial plane, the median Bx value should equate to zero. That is,154

there should be an equal amount of tailward field (negative Bx) and earthward field (positive155

Bx). Any deviation from this equality demonstrates non-uniformity and, if this deviation is156

a systematic change from positive to negative azimuthally across the tail, it is indicative of a157

twisting or rotation of the neutral sheet. We note that small, short-lived, disturbances to the158

neutral sheet (e.g. warping and bending) will average out over such a large data set.159

Figure 2 demonstrates that there is a statistical preference for positive Bx in the post-160

midnight sector, and negative Bx in the pre-midnight sector, under eastward IMF (By >161

0, |By | > |Bz |) conditions. This trend is reversed under westward IMF (By < 0, |By | > |Bz |)162

conditions. This is consistent with the idea of a neutral sheet twist. Figure 3 clearly demon-163

strates that the local By orientation does indeed match that of the IMF By component.164

To test the suggestion that this preference relates to the unequal loading of IMF in the165

lobes [e.g. Haaland et al., 2008], we also plot the plasma convection in the lobes for east-166

ward and westward IMF in Figure 4. The convection data, provided by the Cluster EDI in-167

struments, are binned using the same criteria as for the magnetic field data in Figure 2. We168

first discard any flow velocities of >100 kms−1 as these are determined to be anomalous169

[Haaland et al., 2008]. We then compute the mean Vx and Vy components of the convection170

velocity for each bin, and use them to determine the magnitude and direction of Vxy , where171

Vxy =

√
Vx

2 + Vy
2. The length of the arrow in each bin of Figure 4 represents the magnitude172

of Vxy and the color represents the number of data points in that bin.173

Figure 4 clearly demonstrates that, in the Northern Hemisphere lobes, eastward IMF178

(By > 0) drives duskward flows and westward IMF (By < 0) drives dawnward flows. The179

directions are reversed in the Southern Hemisphere. As described in detail in Haaland et180

al. [2008], this is consistent with asymmetric flux loading from the dayside. For example,181

under By > 0 conditions in the Northern Hemisphere, recently opened field lines convect182

dawnwards under the effect of the tension force (the so-called Svalgaard-Mansurov effect,183

as summarised in Wilcox [1972]) and are thus deposited preferably in the dawn side of the184

lobe. This subsequently excites duskward flow within the lobe as the asymmetric pressure185

distribution is equalised between the dawn and dusk lobes (see Figure 6 in Haaland et al.186

[2008]).187

We note that there is a significant difference in the quantity of Cluster EDI data col-188

lected between the Northern and Southern hemispheric lobes. This bias is simply due to the189

orbital configuration of the Cluster satellites preferentially sampling the Southern Hemi-190

sphere lobe over the Northern Hemisphere lobe. No such bias exists in Figure 2 since we191

sample the neutral sheet region, rather than the lobes.192

To explore these relationships further, and determine the statistical response time of193

the neutral sheet to changes in the IMF By component, we analyse the local Bx data in the194

neutral sheet region under intervals of IMF By reversal.195
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3.2 IMF By reversals196

To determine the response time of the neutral sheet to reversals in the IMF By compo-197

nent, we first determine when the orientation of the IMF By component reverses. To do this,198

we employ a method similar to Tenfjord et al. [2016]. For each IMF data point, we compute199

a 20min and a 60min average, both forward and backward in time. A reversal from positive200

to negative By is said to have occurred if both the 20min and 60min backward averages are201

> 2 nT and both the forward averages are < −2 nT (and vice versa for negative to positive).202

We compute the two differing length averages to ensure a stable pre- and post-transition pe-203

riod (60min average) with a prompt transition (20min average).204

These reversal criteria were applied to the OMNI data set for years 1992 - 2016 and205

resulted in the identification of 6,825 IMF By reversals. We then selected only those with206

coincident magnetotail magnetic field data, leaving 2,794 reversals. Of these, 1,377 (49.3%)207

were positive to negative and 1,417 (50.7%) negative to positive IMF By reversals.208

3.3 Response time209

Using the IMF By reversals identified in section 3.2, we identified the coincident mag-210

netic field data from the magnetotail spacecraft. The Shue et al. [1997] modeled magne-211

topause location was determined for each individual data point, and any data falling out-212

side this modeled magnetopause location were discarded. Although this approach is prone213

to inaccuracies in the magnetopause model, it is convenient and statistically valid [e.g. Case214

and Wild, 2013]. Additionally, the data were further restricted to the region of the magne-215

totail most likely to contain the neutral sheet, i.e. XGSW < −5RE , |YGSW | < 30RE , and216

|ZGSW | < 3RE . To increase the chances of detecting a neutral sheet crossing in the magne-217

tospheric data, only intervals where at least one spacecraft recorded a reversal in the local Bx218

component (i.e. passes through the neutral sheet) are kept. Intervals are four hours in length,219

centered around the IMF By reversal. To ensure sufficient magnetospheric data surrounding220

a reversal, we require that the interval contains at least 120 data points (2 hours worth) of221

magnetospheric data. Intervals with fewer than 120 data points were discarded.222

Using these criteria, 382 intervals of magnetotail data relating to 181 unique IMF By223

reversals were identified. The data for each of these intervals were then manually inspected224

to determine if any neutral sheet response could be identified. We analysed the Bx compo-225

nent of the local magnetic field for any sudden deviations occurring near the IMF By rever-226

sal. We required that the polarity of the local Bx either switch or the strength significantly227

reduce/increase and remain stable after the deviation (i.e. not switching back and forth be-228

tween polarities). Additionally, we required that the deviations had to be clear and be com-229

plete within 10min. We found the deviations were often accompanied by a matching devia-230

tion in the local By component. These criteria ensure that sudden swaps in the polarity of the231

local Bx component are the result of the neutral sweeping over the spacecraft. Additionally232

sudden increases or decreases in the magnitude of the local Bx suggest that the neutral sheet233

has moved closer or further away from the spacecraft.234

To reduce the chance of these changes occurring simply due to the spacecraft’s orbit,235

rather than the motion of the neutral sheet, intervals where the spacecraft crossed the Y = 0236

or Z = 0 axis were excluded, since one might expect a reversal in local Bx in these cases237

anyway. Additionally, any gradual changes in Bx , which is indicative of a spacecraft’s orbit238

passing through a somewhat stationary neutral sheet, were ignored.239

An example of an IMF By reversal with an associated abrupt change in the local Bx240

component is shown in Figure 5. This example is of a positive to negative IMF By reversal241

that took place at 07:54 UT on 28 February 1996. Plotted in the top row of Figure 5 is the242

trajectory of the Geotail spacecraft in the GSW X-Y, Y-Z, and X-Z planes respectively. Also243

plotted is an illustration of the expected clockwise neutral sheet rotation with this type of244

IMF By reversal. As noted before, the spacecraft does not cross Y = 0 or Z = 0 axes and245
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remains in approximately the same region of space during the one hour preceding and three246

hours following the IMF By reversal.247

Plotted in the second row are (left) the IMF Bx (red), By (blue) and Bz (green) compo-248

nents and (right) the AL index [Davis and Sugiura, 1966]. As indicated by the vertical red249

line, the IMF By component reverses direction, swapping from around +2nT to around -2nT250

at 07:54 UT. We note the time given here is approximate, with the By component first start-251

ing to drop in magnitude a few minutes earlier. The AL index remains at fairly quiet levels252

until around 50mins after the reversal has occurred, thus suggesting substorm activity, for253

example, is not playing a large role in this interval.254

In the following rows of Figure 5, the x, y, and z-components of the (left) local mag-255

netic field and (right) perpendicular ion velocity are plotted. As indicated by the blue line,256

the magnetospheric spacecraft (Geotail) records a local Bx component reversal at 08:20 UT,257

approximately 25min after the IMF By component reversal. The local By component seems258

to match the orientation of the IMF By component, being positive before the reversal and259

negative after the reversal on average. We note the local Bz is steadily dropping as the space-260

craft’s orbit drops but remains at around +4nT when the local Bx reversal occurs. Note, the261

sudden reversal of the local Bz (from positive to negative) earlier in the interval, at around262

07:35 UT, and data from Geotail’s LEP instrument (not shown) is indicative of a magne-263

tosheath flow - suggesting the spacecraft momentarily passed into the sheath.264

The statistical results of these individual analyses are presented in Figure 6. Plotted in272

the top two panels are the locations of 120 observed sudden deviations in the local Bx com-273

ponent for (left) positive to negative IMF By reversals (54%) and (right) negative to positive274

reversals (46%). Plotted in red are events where the local Bx component becomes more pos-275

itive, i.e. Bx switches from negative to positive, or remains negative but suddenly decreases276

in strength, or is positive and suddenly increases in strength. Plotted in blue are events where277

the local Bx component becomes more negative. The direction of the expected neutral sheet278

twist, based on the IMF By orientation, in each case is shown by the arrows.279

For the positive to negative IMF By reversals, we expect the majority of points in the280

YGSW > 0 sector to be red and the majority of points in the YGSW < 0 to be blue, since this281

would be indicative of a clockwise rotation. Conversely, for the negative to positive reversals282

we would expect the opposite since this would be indicative of an anti-clockwise rotation.283

Indeed, this appears to be the case, particularly beyond |YGSW | > 5RE .284

Plotted in the second row of panels (left) is a histogram of the response time, i.e. the290

time delay between the observed IMF By reversal and the deviation in the local Bx compo-291

nent. We find that the median response time is 17min with a skewed distribution to shorter292

response times. Both types of Bx deviations share a similar distribution.293

Plotted in the subsequent panels are the location of the deviations in (left-right, top-294

bottom) X (RE ), |Y | (RE ), |Z | (RE ), |Y Z | (RE ), and r (RE ), where |Y Z | =
√

Y2 + Z2 and295

r =
√

X2 + Y2 + Z2 (all in GSW coordinate system). Also shown in each of the plots is the296

Spearman correlation coefficient and the linear lines of best fit (red for “more positive” data,297

blue for “more negative” data, and black for all data). We find that there is a weak correlation298

between the response times and the location of the deviation in the X-coordinate and radial299

distance (r) (σ = −0.31 and 0.32 respectively). We note that there is significant spread in the300

data, which is likely due to the local effects that play a significant role in the response time of301

the neutral sheet to reversals in the IMF By component [Sergeev et al., 2003].302

4 Discussion303

It is well known that Earth’s magnetosphere responds to changes in the IMF orientation304

and, in particular, to changes in the IMF By component. The idea of a neutral sheet respond-305

ing to such changes, via a twist, was first introduced by Russell [1972] and Cowley [1981]306
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and confirmed by numerous studies thereafter. What has been lacking until now, however, is307

a large-scale statistical study of the neutral sheet response, particularly its timing, to reversals308

in the IMF By orientation.309

The statistical response of the neutral sheet to the IMF By orientation is demonstrated310

in Figures 2 and 3. By averaging the local Bx and By components over 60min, between311

±3 RE ZGSW , we find the average direction of Bx and By in the different spatial regions. A312

neutral sheet with no twist or rotation should average to Bx = 0 across this plane with equal313

flux of negative (tailward) and positive (earthward) Bx . The dominance of one direction of314

Bx in one sector and the dominance of the opposite direction in the other, especially when315

that dominance is reversed depending upon the IMF By orientation, illustrates a large scale316

twisting of the neutral sheet.317

This is clearly illustrated, with a dominance of negative Bx in the pre-midnight sec-318

tor and a dominance of positive Bx in the post-midnight sector for eastward IMF (By >319

0, |By | > |Bz |). This is accompanied by a complete reversal of this trend for westward IMF320

(By < 0, |By | > |Bz |). Additionally, we find that the local By component statistically matches321

the driving IMF conditions. This demonstrates that a positive IMF By component twists the322

neutral sheet in an anti-clockwise motion (when visualised looking downtail from Earth).323

Conversely, a negative IMF By component twists the neutral sheet in a clockwise motion.324

We note that the axis of the twist appears to be a little offset from 24 MLT (i.e. YGSW = 0),325

instead centered around 23 MLT, suggesting that there are some asymmetry effects also at326

work. Interestingly, this appears to align with the median location of substorm onset [e.g.327

Nagai, 1982; Frey et al., 2004].328

The twisting is most obvious during IMF By dominated intervals (i.e. eastward and329

westward) but can also be seen during intervals with a non-zero IMF Bz component (e.g.330

south-westward). Visual inspection seems to suggest that the twist is slightly more prominent331

under partly northward intervals versus partly southward intervals (e.g. north-west versus332

south-west). This matches with previous studies, e.g. Owen et al. [1995], who suggest that333

southward IMF results in high levels of geomagnetic activity which restrains the twisting334

of the neutral sheet. Indeed, we find that under purely southward IMF the neutral sheet is335

extremely disturbed with substantial variance in the local Bx and By components.336

The interpretation of asymmetric flux loading in the tail lobes is supported by the di-337

rection of the plasma flows in the lobes. As shown in Figure 4, we observe duskward flows in338

the Northern Hemisphere and dawnward flows in the Southern Hemisphere under eastward339

IMF. This trend is reversed under westward IMF. These results are consistent with the work340

of Haaland et al. [2008].341

When analyzing individual response times of the neutral sheet to IMF By reversals,342

we found that the responses were on much shorter timescales than the large, statistical twist.343

Indeed, rather than responses of the order of 60-90min (i.e. for a Cowley [1981] type twist),344

the responses were found to be centered around 17min. This does not, however, rule out the345

longer timescale response, rather just suggesting that the shorter time scale is more obvious346

to see in individual analyses at the locations being sampled by the spacecraft.347

The neutral sheet response times we present here include the propagation time of the348

solar wind/IMF from the bowshock to the magnetopause. The exact timing of this propa-349

gation through the magnetosheath varies, though is approximately 4-5min [Khan and Cow-350

ley, 1999; Wild et al., 2009], resulting in response times from the magnetopause of around351

12-13min. This result is consistent with the timescale proposed by Tenfjord et al. [2015],352

around 15min from the bowshock or 10min from the magnetopause, for pressure induced By353

induction. Further, we note that Wing et al. [2002] found that the nightside magnetic field,354

at geosynchronous orbit, responded to southward turnings in the IMF within 12min. Mod-355

eling by Tenfjord et al. [2015] suggest that the rapid induction of the IMF By component356

onto closed field lines is driven by fast-mode waves, which can travel at 900km/s, carrying357
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the magnetic pressure information into the lobes. Further investigation into this seems war-358

ranted.359

Additionally, we note that, as shown in the histogram of Figure 6, some of the “re-360

sponses” seem to occur before the IMF By component actually reversed. Rather than indi-361

cating that the IMF was not the driver of the change, we suggest that there were perhaps inac-362

curate solar wind propagation delays or that there were localized features and bulges related363

to internal processes in the plasmasheet (e.g. substorms, and reconnection events) causing364

local topological changes.365

There appears to be little dependence on the neutral sheet response time based on the366

location on the sheet. Only a weak correlation was found with radial distance along the neu-367

tral sheet (σ = 0.32). We suggest that this weak correlation is most likely due to the local368

variability inherent with the location and dynamics of the neutral sheet. Indeed, when we at-369

tempted to perform a superposed epoch analysis of the response times, we found significant370

variance that rendered the result inconclusive.371

5 Conclusions372

In this study, we collated magnetotail magnetic field data, spanning 25 years and from373

a range of magnetospheric spacecraft missions, with the aim of determining the response of374

the neutral sheet to changes in the IMF By component. The magnetic field data were con-375

verted into the GSW coordinate system to account for aberration effects, filtered to our re-376

gion of interest, and normalized using dynamic pressure.377

As shown in Figure 2, the neutral sheet develops a twist under non-zero IMF By con-378

ditions. Under sustained positive IMF By conditions, the neutral sheet twists (rotates) in an379

anti-clockwise motion (when visualised looking downtail from Earth). Conversely, sustained380

negative IMF By twists the neutral sheet in a clockwise motion. We find that this is slightly381

more apparent under northward IMF conditions than southward. As shown in Figure 3, we382

also find that the local By component strongly matches the driving IMF By orientation.383

The proposed method for introducing a neutral sheet twist is unequal loading of mag-384

netic flux into the tail lobes [e.g. Cowley, 1981]. This is supported by the plasma convec-385

tion flows presented in Figure 4. We observe duskward flows in the northern hemisphere and386

dawnward flows in the southern hemisphere under positive IMF By conditions. This pattern387

is reversed under negative IMF By conditions.388

When we analyzed the response time of the neutral sheet to reversals in the IMF By389

component, however, we found the sheet responded on much shorter timescales than possible390

with the traditional Cowley twist. We believe this work provides evidence for an induced By391

component on much shorter timescales, of the order of 10-20min, as proposed by Tenfjord392

et al. [2015, 2016]. The time taken for this response did not strongly correlate to distance393

downtail.394

From both the large-scale statistical response, and the shorter individual analyses, it395

seems apparent that the neutral sheet responds to the IMF By component on multiple timescales.396
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Figure 2. The local magnetic field Bx component data, recorded between ±3 RE in the Z-direction (GSW
coordinates), are sorted into panels by the 60min average solar wind clock angle direction. Individual bins in
each panel are colored by the median Bx in that bin. The number of data within each panel is also shown.
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Figure 3. The local magnetic field By component data are plotted in the same format as Figure 2. Note the
scale has changed from ±30 nT to ±10 nT.
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Figure 4. Cluster EDI velocity data, recorded from within the nightside magnetotail lobes, are sorted by
IMF clock angle orientation. For both the northern and southern hemispheres, the mean Vxy in each bin is
presented under eastward and westward IMF orientation. The mean Vxy magnitude in each bin is indicated by
the length of the arrow. The color of each arrow indicates the number of vectors in that bin.
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Figure 5. An example interval of near neutral sheet data associated with a positive to negative IMF By

reversal. Plotted in the top row is the spacecraft trajectory in the GSW X-Y, Y-Z, and X-Z planes. Also plotted
is an illustration of the expected neutral sheet rotation with this type of IMF By reversal. Plotted in the second
row are (left) the IMF Bx (red), By (blue) and Bz (green) components and (right) the AL index. In the follow-
ing rows, the x,y, and z components of the (left) local magnetic field and (right) perpendicular ion velocity are
plotted. The red asterisks and lines indicate when the IMF By reversal took place; the blue asterisks and lines
indicate when the local Bx reversal occurred.
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Figure 6. Plotted are the locations and response times of the neutral twisting after a reversal in the IMF By

component. Plotted in red are events where the local Bx component becomes more positive, i.e. Bx switches
from negative to positive, or remains negative but suddenly decreases in strength, or is positive and sud-
denly increases in strength. Plotted in blue are events where the local Bx component becomes more negative.
Shown in the response time vs location plots is the correlation coefficient for the data.
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